This spring, the Yale International Alliance will bring together some of the world’s brightest minds and impactful leaders in Rome to answer the question of what it means to be a global citizen. **Will you join the conversation?**

Register now for the opportunity to:

**Build your global network** as you connect with established and emerging corporate, NGO, and arts leaders who are making an impact on the international stage;

**Learn about innovative new approaches** to sustainability, corporate leadership, civic engagement, and the arts that redefine what it means to be a global citizen; and

**Discover new ways to create global change** alongside a community of passionate and engaged leaders who are already making a difference.

*Everyone* is invited to join the YIA for our inaugural *Conference on Global Citizenship*, March 13-14 in Rome, and enjoy two days of lively debate and discussion with global leaders including **Marvin Rees**, Mayor of the City of Bristol, United Kingdom; **Marc DuBois**, former Executive Director of Medicins Sans Frontieres-UK/IE and current humanitarian consultant; **Abhik Sen**, Head of Innovation and Partnerships, Commonwealth Secretariat; **Nixi Cura**, Senior Fellow, Executive Masters, Royal Academy of Arts; and more.

Wherever you are in the world and whatever your field, the Yale International Alliance’s *Conference on Global Citizenship* will be an unparalleled opportunity to engage a global community of scholars, alumni, and international leaders on some of the biggest questions of our times. **We look forward to seeing you there!**

---

**CLICK THE LINKS BELOW FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- [REGISTRATION](#)
- [PROGRAM DETAILS & SPEAKERS](#)
- [DISCOUNTED HOTEL](#)

PERFORMANCES, WORKSHOPS & ROUNDTABLES

YALE INNOVATORS

Rachel Cheung ’13 MM
Pianist, 2017 Cliburn Audience Award Winner

Scott Clarke ’02
Founding Director, Amandla Development

Kristina Tremonti ’11
Founding Director, Edosa Fakelaki, Anti-Corruption Policy Analyst

WORKSHOPS AND ROUNDTABLES

Understanding Global Diversity and Inclusion with Akosua Barthwell Evans ’90 JD CEO of The Barthwell Group

Using Mind Fitness Skills for Resilient Leadership with Elizabeth A. Stanley ’92 Associate Professor of Security Studies at Georgetown University

Becoming Global: An Interactive Workshop with Valerie Rose Belanger ’06 MA Director of Programs at the Garrison Institute

The Power of Empathy—Being Global Starts Inside with Cristina Gabetti ’84 Sustainable Development journalist and coach

Constructing and Adapting Education in a Global Setting with Kristin Krebs-Dick ’93 International Marketing Consultant and Simon Murray International School of Florence

bit.ly/gcc2020